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	 INTRODUCTION  

Medical Impact (IMPACT OUTREACH A.C.) it is an non governmental organization that offers 
quality medical attention in disaster situations or in highly marginalized areas, through 
volunteering. The present code, establishes a guide to the expected behavior of all those who 
make up the organization making reference to commonly accepted practices in professions 
related to health, showing congruence, credibility and ethics; focused on the well-being of 
patients, so as to encourage the adherence of interests in benefit of the health of more 
communities in Mexico and the world.


Establishing guidelines for behavior is an impulse to enhance relationships inside and outside 
the organization, promoting its development both in the plane collective, as well as individually 
with respect to all the human factor that participates in the operation of it.


PURPOSE 
This Code of Conduct seeks to comply with the regulations and promote the achievement of 
objectives, functions and goals assigned to the organization, favoring its application and 
compliance in the execution of our activities. 


Offer standards of professional conduct to staff in any of the positions, levels or activities, and 
contribute to the provision of services with high levels of quality and adhering to the current 
regulations in health institutions.


Strengthen the commitment, dedication and efficiency of the service of the members of the 
medical and administrative field, and provide disciplinary guidelines by establishing behavioral 
standards professional.


Increase the trust and support of the community to our work, making emphasis on the social 
responsibilities of our service to the community. In building better environments in the quality of 
medical care and the investigation.
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APPLICATION 
This Code is applicable to all those who integrate Medical Impact: staff, volunteers, third 
interested and related to the organization.


The responsibility for the observance of the Code of Conduct, including the obligation to seek 
interpretation in the existing doubts, falls on each associate, member of the Board of Directors, 
personnel and operationally related with the organization.


ETHICAL PRINCIPLES 
Thus, for the specific purposes of this code, a clear definition is required of fundamental ethical 
principles that will be necessary for attachment and correct performance of the individuals that 
make up the organization.


Responsibility

We assume to be obliged to comply with efficiency, care and attention in our mandated 
functions and activities, recognizing and accepting the consequences of them.


Respect

The performance of all will have as a scoop to give people a decent treatment, courteous, 
cordial and tolerant. We are obliged to recognize and consider all time, the rights, freedoms 
and qualities inherent in the human condition.


Impartiality

They will act without granting undue preferences or privileges to any person.


Honesty

Staff must refrain from using the position or commission to obtain personal benefits or 
advantages other than the corresponding salary, for himself or for other people, or to harm any 
person.


Integrity

Our actions inside and outside the facilities of the organization should be with absolute 
rectitude, remembering at all times to put on high the name of the organization.
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Justice

Equity and impartiality criteria must be applied in all its relations. Every individual must be 
treated with equity, and their rights will be honored and defended. The rights to freedom of 
association, conscience and expression they must be respected and protected. It is a value 
that allows to be equitable in the act for the satisfaction of the needs without distinction of the 
person. 


Transparency

At all times there will be clarity in our purposes, clarity in our actions, clarity in our 
achievements and clarity in our commitments. Is fundamental to maintain trust between 
individuals. 

The basic financial information, the organizational structure and the list of activities of the 
organization, will be open and accessible to public scrutiny.


Generosity

It must be conducted with a sensitive and supportive attitude, respect and support with who 
interacts.


Equality

The services entrusted to all members must be provided of the society that has the right to 
receive them, regardless of their sex, age, race, creed, religion or political preference. Without 
outside circumstances propitiate the breach of the responsibility that you have.


Confidentiality

The privileged or confidential information in relation to patients and staff will not be revealed to 
unauthorized parties. The foundation of this principle is not to allow body intimacy or 
confidential information to be known obtained directly or indirectly on the life and health of the 
person. 

This principle has certain limits due to the possible personal or social repercussion of some 
situations so the duty to protect the common good, without running over the dignity of the 
person.


Solidarity 

It is an irrevocable principle of human coexistence, it is to adhere with people in adverse or 
favorable situations, it is to share interests, rights and obligations. It is based on the 
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fundamental human right of union and association of human beings among themselves. People 
have a sense of transcendence and need others to achieve some common purposes.


Tolerance

This principle refers to admitting personal differences, without falling into the complacency of 
errors in decisions and incorrect actions. To be right while deciding whether a behavior is 
tolerated or not, the staff must be able to differentiate the tolerance from the weakness and 
from a misunderstanding respect to the freedom and democracy.


Common benefit

All decisions and actions must be directed to the satisfaction of the needs and interests of 
society, above particular interests not involving the welfare of the community.


Autonomy

It means respecting people as free individuals and taking into account their decisions, product 
of their values and personal convictions. With this principle we have the duty to respect the 
individual freedom that each person has for determine your own actions.


Leadership

All those who make up the organization will be promoters of the values and principles of the 
society, starting from his personal example when fully applying in the functions of this Code of 
Ethics and Conduct.


MISSION 
Our mission is to impact marginalized, forgotten, underserved and/or unprotected populations, 
through humanitarian service oriented to welfare and health.


VISION 
To be an international example through the innovation of integral health care in conditions of 
extreme marginalization on the measures that we have previously implemented
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CONTENT 
The Code of Conduct is a formal manifestation of practices widely known and commonly 
accepted, which are part of the expected action in an organization like ours.


This statement refers to a strong intention to carry out a behavior according to established 
guidelines. They are not required, suggest and propose expected behaviors; The content of 
this code is merely declarative of the values that must be observed and procured in the acting 
as health professionals.


In this way, when applying the Code of Conduct, it is expected that all and all who collaborate 
in the activities of the organization act in accordance with this document and behave according 
to the standards here marked.


CONDUCT 

Exemplary professional performance


• Perform with professionalism, respect, integrity, attitude of service and cordial treatment to 
the patients.


• Protect the interests of patients who come to consultation with us.


• Act with impartiality, responsibility, fairness, honesty and respect for the organization, the co-
workers and the obligations that correspond.


• Apply current scientific, technical and humanistic knowledge, due, timely and expert manner.


• Defend the life, health, interests and dignity of the person, seek a professional, kind and 
personalized and respectful relationship towards patients or whoever protects their rights.


• Recognize their own limitations and request the relevant intervention of another partner in 
case of any doubt about the handling that requires the patient or if it is necessary to receive 
special attention. Ask help whenever there is a doubt or if the patient needs attention special.
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• Avoid disqualifying or minimizing work, the conditions and capabilities of my coworkers.


• Use an inclusive and respectful language that avoids insulting, disqualify, offend or 
discriminate against my colleagues, coworkers, or any person in my environment.


Permanent and Integral Development


• Perfect professional life with the constant updating of the knowledge.


• Procure training for the development of the necessary skills to the performance of the 
functions entrusted to him.


• Share, as far as possible, the knowledge with the co-workers, in order to improve their 
performance.


• It is strictly forbidden to physically attack colleagues or patients of the organization.


• Sexual harassment acts such as: jokes, looks, petitions, threats, physical contact, 
propositions direct or indirect to establish a sexual relationship.


• Treat each other with dignity and respect includes respecting privacy of each one. So the 
importance is recognized and understood to balance personal life and its connection to work.


Responsible use of information


• Provide patients with clear, accurate and timely information with moderation, prudence, 
warmth, honesty and sincerity.


• Respect professional secrecy and save with the greatest confidentiality, the information of the 
patients that you have knowledge. Avoiding commenting in public or broadcasting in any 
medium, facts relative to the sufferings or treatments of the patients.


• Collaborate with the supervision, advisory and evaluation processes.
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• It is not allowed to use the name or image of Medical Impact for personal advertising or 
without prior authorization by the legal representative.


Represent and take care of the prestige of Medical Impact.


• Ensure the conservation of the good name and prestige of the organization and, If you 
identify situations that affect them, you must loyally, through institutional channels, make it 
known to its superiors.


• Constitute an example of professional probity before the patients of Medical Impact.


• Address complaints that arise in connection with the attention provided.


• Affective relationships among the personnel that make up the organization, must be carried 
out with seriousness, discretion, composure and respect, noting that labor standards are not 
violated.


• Personal interests can not be put before the work of the organization, or harm their interests


Efficient use of resources.


• Make the most of the time of service.


• Make rational use of the resources at your disposal.


• Contribute to the conservation of the organization's patrimony


• It is forbidden to receive from the patients: commissions or gifts, nor in money, kind or trips, 
due to the performance of functions that are assigned.


• Use water, paper, energy and fuels rationally, as well how to comply with the applicable 
provisions in the matter.
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Conflict of Interest and Political Intervention


• None of the activities that Medical Impact engages in compliance with its corporate purpose 
may, directly or indirectly, involve intervention in political campaigns or be involved in 
propaganda or directly influence the legislative process. (industry incentives with the order to 
favor agenda, other types of conflicts of interest, for advertising or for profit)


• The organization must act independently and not be aligned or affiliated rigidly with any 
political party, although it can share common political principles or legislative causes, within 
the limits of the mission.


• The political activity of the associate members, members of the council or employees must 
be carried out strictly in their rights, individual or collective capabilities, never on behalf of the 
organization, always outside working hours and without using assets of the same.


• Medical Impact will not participate in projects or activities that generate economic benefits to 
its associates, sponsors or companies private that require their services.


• It should act giving priority to the interests of a social nature of the organization, in the face of 
personal or third-party interests that could influence their decisions, actions, services or 
advice performed on behalf of Medical Impact.


• Maintain absolute independence of criteria in action processes and decision.


Research, Sanitary Measures and Antibiotic Resistance


• Medical Impact will promote the realization of basic, clinical and transnational research 
protocols, as long as there is no attempt against human dignity and be approved by the 
Bioethics Committee acting according to the normative frameworks that correspond to it.


• The investigation of which we are part will have to be lawful and be regulated according to 
the sanitary measures in force in the environment where is carrying out the same.
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• Taking into account the partial or total absence of sanitary measures in the places where the 
organization goes, will be treated as a priority measure of the organization as high quality and 
hygiene as possible without risking health or the attention given to the patient.


Stance regarding:


Abortion


• Regarding the danger of existence, welfare of the mother or serious permanent 
complications, any curative intervention is acceptable on the mother's body that is judged to 
be inapplicable and effective, although cause abortion as a consequence.


• The therapeutic abortion will only be carried out when there are legal cases of the region 
where they are.


• If a doctor feels that his convictions do not allow him to advise or to perform an abortion, he 
can retire as long as he guarantees that a colleague qualified will continue to give assistance.


• In case of not having the trained professional to carry out the procedure will refer to the 
nearest health unit.


Palliative Care


• The Medical Impact team will act in accordance with article 184 and 166 of the General law 
of health. 


• Safeguarding the dignity of terminally ill patients, for guarantee a quality life through care and 
attention medical, necessary for this.


• Guaranteeing a natural death in dignified conditions to the sick in terminal situation.


• Publicize the limits between curative and palliative treatment.
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• Determine the ordinary and extraordinary means in the treatments; And establish the limits 
between the defense of the life of the sick person in terminal situation and therapeutic 
obstinacy.


Family Planning Methods


• Natural methods in favor of life will be promoted.


• Guarantee that men and women receive clear, truthful and timely information on their sexual 
and reproductive rights, and that services that are offered are of quality.


• As appropriate, information will be granted based on scientific evidence that has as purpose 
if the patient wishes it, the treatment contraceptive, barrier and / or hormonal for therapeutic 
or parity purposes satisfied.


• Guidance will be provided to all patients who request it, so that can decide freely, responsibly 
and well informed about the number and spacing of their children, as well as exercising fully 
and satisfactory sexual and reproductive health, this with a clear focus on gender where 
women and men are equal.


Resuscitation efforts


• This procedure will be provided according to the Updated Guidelines from the American 
Heart Association, Basic Life Support.


• When the conditions are adequate and having the necessary equipment, proceed according 
to Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support.


• Only if there is a prior written document with legal validity from the patient or the legal 
representative that justifies not providing this effort; no maneuvers, measures or efforts of 
resuscitation.
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Domestic violence


• Indifference to violence in general and domestic violence and abuse or sexual abuse against 
physically or physically disabled people intellectually, or members of social minorities, in 
particular, equals tolerance for torture for what the organization's team supports totally 
denouncing facts in the face of imminent danger that can present the victim


Non-Discrimination Practices


• Conditions may not be established that imply discrimination between collaborators or 
patients because of ethnic or national origin, gender, age, disability, social condition, health 
conditions, religion, migratory status, opinions, sexual preferences, marital status or any 
other that threatens human dignity.


COMPLIANCE WITH THE CODE OF ETHICS AND CONDUCT 

All associate members are expected to comply with this Code of Ethics and Conduct in your 
daily activities. This includes getting a copy, knowing it thoroughly, be sensitive to situations 
that could lead to actions contrary to the same.


All members and participants in the organization are responsible for maintain a work 
environment that encourages compliance and open communications, avoiding incurring in 
interpretation or behaviors considered undesirable.


This Code may and should be revised annually, making itself available to the associate 
members, members of the Board and employees for their ratification, suggestions or updates.


When a collaborator is between two or more alternatives of action facing a situation that raises 
a moral issue related to the responsibility that has and compromises its ethical principles and 
values, should consult your immediate boss and / or corresponding address as soon as 
possible.
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COMPLAINT TO THE CONDUCT COMMITTEE 

To establish communication with the Ethics Committee and / or notify the perception of a 
possible violation of this Code of Ethics and Conduct, a formally written will be sent to the 
following address: giorgio.franyuti@gmail.com


Any request must be made through the Mailbox, with name and signature of the interested; if 
they exist, the evidence must be attached to support what is stated in the complaint.


It will be verified that all complaints are reliable and will be analyzed.


AUTHORIZATION


______________________________________________

Executive Dir. Giorgio Alberto Franyuti Kelly
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ANNEXES 

LETTER OF THE GENERAL RIGHTS OF PHYSICIANS.


General Health Law: Regulation of the General Health Law in matters of provision of health 
care services. NOM-168SSA1-1998, of the Clinical File.


1. Exercise the profession freely and without pressure of any kind.

2. Work in appropriate and safe facilities that guarantee their practice professional.

3. Have at your disposal the resources required by your professional practice.

4. Refrain from guaranteeing results in medical care.

5. Receive respectful treatment from patients and their families, as well as of the personnel 

related to their professional work.

6. Have access to continuing medical education and be considered equal of opportunities for 

their professional development.

7. Have access to research and teaching activities in the field of their profession.

8. Partner to promote your professional interests. 

9. Safeguard your professional prestige.

10. Receive compensation for services rendered


LETTER OF THE GENERAL RIGHTS OF THE PATIENTS.


General Health Law: Regulation of the General Health Law in matters of provision of health 
care services. NOM-168SSA1-1998, of the Clinical File.


1. Receive adequate medical attention.

2. Receive dignified and respectful treatment.

3. Receive sufficient, clear, timely and truthful information.

4. Decide freely about your care.

5. Grant or not your validly informed consent.

6. Be treated with confidentiality.

7. Have facilities to obtain a second opinion.

8. Receive medical attention in case of emergency.

9. Have a clinical file.

10. To be attended to when he / she disagrees with the medical attention received.
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